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Introduction

The last decade has seen a drastic popularization of access to Internet applications and services. People rely on
the Internet for everyday tasks ranging from business to entertainment. In many households, the Internet has
completely replaced traditional means to deliver phone, TV, or video-on-demand. As our lives become more
dependent on connectivity, it is easy to understand people’s frustration when their Internet experience is not up
to their expectation — for example, when their download is too slow, when their voice-over-IP call is choppy, or
when the movie they have paid for keeps stalling. Most importantly, most Internet users are not tech-savvy and
hence cannot fix performance problems and anomalous network behavior by themselves [3]. The complexity of
most Internet applications makes it hard even for networking experts to fully diagnose and fix problems. This
illustrates a bigger problem: the increasing gap between the complexity of our networked systems and everyday
users’ abilities to operate these systems when poor network performance or anomalies occur.
The goal of the MUSE1 research group at Inria is to improve user online experience by building personalized networking technology that guides network performance and diagnosis based on user quality of experience.
A key challenge of this research is to infer the user quality of experience based solely on the observation of
systems/network metrics. The vast majority of network performance studies have focused on well-established
network performance metrics (round-trip time, loss rate, and throughput) rather than how these metrics relate to
user perception. Understanding the more subjective quality of experience has been limited to few applications,
such as VoIP [5], online-gaming [1], and video playback [10]. These studies are often based on the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS). Building application-specific models is useful in improving the performance of individual applications, but we cannot easily generalize these models to capture a particular user’s online experience, which involves
multiple applications and contexts over time.
Understanding how users react to different levels of network performance is challenging. User perception is
subjective and contextual making it hard to build analytical models. Different users may have different tolerance
levels to network performance and the same user may have different expectations under different circumstances.
As a result, we take an empirical approach to measure network performance annotated with user perception and
then use the resulting datasets to build empirical models. Unfortunately, it is challenging to “measure” users.
We must develop methods to measure the user perception of network performance as users perform their routine
online tasks. It is hence important that these methods are not too intrusive. Otherwise, users are unlikely to
participate in the experiment. In addition, we must capture perception of a large number of users at different levels
of performance and in a variety of scenarios.
This white paper briefly describes our experiences building HostView to measure quality of experience and on
using the HostView dataset to build predictors of user dissatisfaction with network performance. We then describe
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HostView

We have designed HostView [8, 9], an end-host tool that collects network performance data annotated with user
feedback on the quality of experience with online applications. HostView collects network packet traces and
application process executable names, which we can use to infer network performance per application, as well
as a number of end-host performance metrics such as WiFi signal strength/noise and machine CPU load and
memory utilization. HostView also records user feedback on application performance with two mechanisms: a
system-triggered questionnaire based upon the Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM) [2], and a user-triggered
mechanism called an “I’m annoyed!” button. The ESM mechanism prompts the user no more than three times per
day with a questionnaire about their experience with online applications. The “I’m annoyed!” button is always
displayed at the corner of the screen and we ask users to click on it when they are dissatisfied with their application
performance. The initial version of HostView had approximately 100 downloads and we obtained data for more
than two weeks with user feedback for 19 users.
We have used the HostView dataset to develop a method to predict user dissatisfaction with network performance (i.e., given only network performance data as input, can we predict whether the user is dissatisfied
or not?) [6]. The main challenges of modeling user dissatisfaction with network performance comes from the
scarcity of user feedback and the fact that poor performance episodes are rare. We developed a methodology
to build training sets in face of these challenges. Our analysis of HostView data showed that non-linear support
vector machines achieve high accuracy to solve the classification problem. In particular, these results showed
that a predictor learned for one application does not apply to another. Hence, in order to accurately predict user
dissatisfaction with one application we need labeled samples of this particular application to train predictors. In
HostView data, we only have enough labeled samples if we combine data from multiple users and still we can
only build models for few applications.
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Future direction

We are currently building a new version of HostView and collaborating with sociologists (within the “User-Centric
Networking”, UCN, project) to gain deeper insights into users online activities and their perception of network
performance. In our on-going work we are improving a few aspects of HostView: the user experience sampling
method, the performance and usability of the tool, and extending the data collection to other platforms including
mobile devices and the browser. We plan to release the new version of HostView as part of the ethnographic study
we are conducting within the UCN project and then release HostView for a larger number of users.
After we obtain richer datasets with samples of network performance labeled with user perception, then we
plan to improve the predictors of user perception of network performance. Our future research will explore a
number of open questions that must be addressed before we can incorporate these models into a system that will
run online on users’ devices to automatically detect instances when quality of experience degrades. Does a model
learned from one user apply to another? Do models vary per user context? How often do we need to re-train
models? If models are specific for a given user, then how can we personalize models per user without requiring
users to give explicit feedback (which may prevent wider adoption)? Another set of challenges relate to whether
we can design lightweight predictors to run online without overloading the user’s device.
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